What does Freedom mean to me?  How does God and the Constitution fit into this?
Just One Vote is all it Takes.
First and foremost I am a believer in one Supreme Being.  That is what our forefathers also believed.  When they wrote the Constitution for the united States.  They slaved over every word capital, small letters, and punctuation.  For they setup our Constitution with the Supreme Being at the top with authority over all of us.  If you go to the bible God said to Abraham, Moses, Daniel and more to shake off you’re your feet and leave the STATE.   Have no STATES or GOVERNMENT or Kings or Rulers above me.  This is what our forefather did.  They put GOD first and God Law’s then common sense and Grammar into the Constitution.  Then they put WE THE PEOPLE next in line.  Where they gave us Three votes; one to elect our representatives, two sit on the Grand jury and Nullify any law that man makes, Three to sit on the petit jury and Nullify any law that man makes and to use common sense.  Then we have the Constitution. Then we have the three branches of Government and all the pubic servants then the Statutory laws and finally the Corporations.   A REPUBLIC FORM of GOVERNMENT.

How do we find this; first it says that we all have unalienable rights.  What does unalienable mean?  It means GOD given rights.  That brings into play the Ten Commandments, which are on the doors of the Supreme Court House and Moses holding the Ten Commandment Tablet with the Supreme Court Justices facing Moses above the door in statues.  Scriptures are all around on the walls there. 

Then the Constitution says the right to life, liberty, and property.  Liberty is freedom from all things.  So long as we do not Trespass or break an agreement.

So for me freedom is to do and go where I want when I want with out doing damage to anyone or their property or that I have not broken an agreement or contract with anyone.  I should not be put in Jail or servitude to anyone else unless I do this.  And this is what all law is to be base on.

It is time for all to wake up Get involved vote on the Jury to nullify all these bad laws and elect congressman that will look on the Constitution this way.  Jury is one of the most important of Government we have right now. So volunteer to be on one and learn your rights, How to forget what the Judge says and vote your conscience and know these two Words TRESPASS and AGREEMENT.  If someone did not do either of these, vote not guilty.  It only takes one vote on the Jury.  So ONE VOTE DOES COUNT.

Timothy Lynn Boostrom
Without prejudice

